550

FLY

G

aleon 550 FLY is bound to turn heads in amazement with its
dynamic features and a clever and luxurious interior setup. The coherent layout has allowed for an unprecedented amount of space on
all three decks, while maintaining a classy and appealing presence.

Flybridge line

Outside, the specious flybridge will surely be the center of attention with its
massive sundeck, a functional bar area and a dining table with seating for
eight guests. The aft cockpit and saloon are divided by a retractable glass door
and share a wet bar area.

An incredible amount of space on all three decks is
definitely the key feature of the popular 550 FLY. Be
amazed by the unprecedented volume of the interior
and enjoy your yachting experience to the fullest.

The hull’s low center of gravity combined with premium engine options
guarantee commendable performance in any conditions while the optional
extended hydraulic platform will handle all water paraphernalia. Choose
between crew quarters for two or a sizable garage to keep your pontoon out
of sight. Massive side and hull windows ensure that all cabins receive plenty
of natural light and provide great visibility for the driver.
The main deck is complete with a galley, a helmsmen station for two, twin
sofas and a dinette that seats an astounding eight people. Numerous custom
interior design lines are available with a choice of fine fabrics and natural
hardwoods. Below deck, three full-sized cabins offer six berths and plenty
of storage for luggage and necessities.
The forward VIP cabin has an en suite bathroom while the owners cabin is
fitted with a make-up station and a comfortable shezlong. Both bathrooms
hold separate shower cabins and a clever solution with twin sliding beds
can be found in the guest cabin. All quarters offer privacy and sufficient
headroom.

550

FLY

Flawless handling and performance of the
Galeon 550 FLY in all weather conditions.

A generous flybridge will seat many

Stunning exterior with ample space on all decks

An abundance of windows brighten the interior

Choose between a settee or a sun lounge in the cockpit

Tight handling allows for extreme manoeuvres

Bow sundeck area

A hydraulic bath platform lowers into the water

550 FLY - Walnut High Gloss
The optional high gloss finish is elegant and luxurious

Find a large dinette opposite the rest area with a pop-up TV

The master bedroom, located midship, holds a double bed

Forward VIP guest cabin with private bathroom access

Guest cabin with twin beds

550 FLY - Lati Grey
Select from a variety of interior design finishes
to create your own unique style

The kitchen area comes well equipped

The owner’s cabin with en suite bathroom

Forward VIP cabin holds plenty of storage

Bathroom with separate shower

Wide side decks lead to the bow

The second steering station is located on the top deck

A foldable bimini top protects from the excessive sun

Relax in the large cockpit area

I N TELLIGEN T
DE SIGN

550 FLY
L AYOU T S

T E C H N IC A L S PE C I F IC AT ION
Length of the hull

[m]

15.85

Length overall

[m]

17.70

Beam of the hull

[m]

4.77

Beam overall

[m]

4.80

Draft max 1

[m]

1.00

Bridge clearance 2

[m]

5.20

Height to transport

[m]

6.38

Fuel tank capacity

[dm3]

2 x 1100

Water tank capacity

[dm3]

400 + 300

Grey water tank

[dm3]

200

Black water tank

[dm3]

200

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

[kg]

24000

Maximum Load

[kg]

4500

Min. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 493 / 670

Max. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 533 / 725

Crew limit

12

Category

B

1

– without propellers

2

– Max. height from water line at draft min.

3

– minimum mass with base engines

